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Genetics Vaccinations 
 

The Trojan horse of the vaccine manufacturers 
 



For quite some years the use of aluminium as adjuvants in vaccines has been a 

controversial issue. Since decades top connections between industry and authorities 

(1) made sure that these aluminum compounds were not removed from vaccines. But 
behind the scenes research was under way to find other ways of producing vaccines 

without the help of aluminum. Now an alternative was found: Genetic vaccines with 

genetically modified viruses, the newest creation of vaccine manufacturing.  

Since quite some time mercury was looked upon critically (2). Meanwhile it is prohibited nearly 

all over and should be outlawed. But vaccines exported to Africa are exempt from this rule. Also 
Pandemix, a vaccine against swineflu, still contains mercury. Still, most vaccines made with dead 

or attenuated viruses contain aluminium compounds because without these adjuvants there 

would be no immune response. No antibodies without aluminium which are the basis for eviden-

ce of effect of any vaccine. That is the reason why you cannot completely remove it from vacci-
nes because there just would be no immune response. 

During the times of the swine flu and the „blue tongue disease“ of animals, but also during the 
gulf wars a comprehensive replacement was tested: Squalene for mankind and Saponine for ani-

mals. The price for these mass experiments were massive adverse effects which they were able 

to keep under the lid: narkolepsie, Guillan Barre Syndrome (GBS) and gulf war syndrome for 

mankind, miscarriages and blood sweating for animals. Thus squalene and saponine could not be 
used as substitutes for aluminium in vaccines and research had to be continued.  

Genetic vaccination (vector vaccines) 

First tests on Ebola vaccines were conducted in Lausanne, Switzerland, by the end of October 
2014. About 180 volunteers agreed to be injected with this new vaccine. These vaccines have 

hardly anything in common with the vaccines used up to this point because they are genetic vac-

cines! „Genetic vaccines“, also called „vektor vaccines“ are produced using a totally new manu-

facturing process. An article (3) in the German Physician’s Magazine about this exact vaccine sta-
tes: Some 180 healthy subjects shall be innoculated with a vaccine containing a genetically alte-
red adenovirus which is used as a ferry tool for an Ebola Glykoprotein. The manufacurers of the-

se „gene ferries“ are GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) and the National Health Institute of the United Sta-

tes (NIH).  

An additional article (4) was published in the Phamaceutical Magazine: The vaccine contains 
an attenuated adenovirus of serotype 3 from the chimpanzee, abbreviation ChAd3, (vaccine 
2009; 27 (9): 1293). It was gene manipulated by scientists in such a way that it presses out an 
Ebola-glykoprotein. 

NIH describes their co-produced vaccine as follows: The investigational vaccine, which was 
designed by VRC scientists, contains no infectious Ebola virus material. It is a chimpanzee adeno-
virus vector vaccine into which two Ebola genes have been inserted. This is a non-replicating viral 
vector, which means the vaccine enters a cell, delivers the gene inserts and does not replicate 
further. The gene inserts express a protein to which the body makes an immune response. (5) 

With other words: Adenoviruses from monkeys were altered by genetic engineering, parts of 

DNA from Ebola viruses were integrated into their DNA. These adenoviruses will enter the cells of 

the vaccinated subjects. Once implanted in the cells the Ebola DNA makes sure that a protein will 

be produced out of the shell of the alleged Ebola virus; then this whole process produces a heavy 
immune reaction. How these Ebola proteins are produced exactly – the present publications from 

GSK and NIH are very vague about it. A search in scientific specialty magazines also did not co-

me up with any consistent results. Sometimes the adenoviruses are producing the Ebola proteins 

by themselves, sometines they come out of the viruses, then again these viruses animate the cell 
to produce the Ebola proteins by themselves. Our impression: They don’t know what they are 

doing but this with all vengeance! One thing you can be sure of: Genetically engineered DNA 



smuggled  into a cell holds the risk of altering our genetic inheritance. Longterm consequences 

are not conceivable (6,7,8).  

DNA and proteins foreign to the body smuggled into cells – this is an alarm signal for the bo-

dy. Fact is: these adenoviruses are a Trojan horse which imports foreign gene manipulated DNA 
into our cells.  

Since vaccine studies are not conducted for reasons of ascertaining adverse effects, especially 

long term ascertainment (9), only to prove general antibody production, a lot will remain to be 

seen. As nearly all vaccines, these genetically engineered vaccines too, will be uncritically pushed 

and fast tracked through the licensing process because the whole world is being devastated by 

this hardship and poverty disease called Ebola, and therefore the fastest possible remedy has to 
be intro“vaccinated“.  

If these Ebola vaccines are licensed – and you can bet on this – these genetically engineered 

vaccines are going to be the future vaccinations and the justification will be that they brought 

this terrible disease called Ebola under control so magnificantly. Toddlers will not anymore be 

confronted with these harmful aluminium compounds shortly after birth but they will now be di-
rectly gene manipulated. Probably this will make most of the versatile toxic occurences from the 

adjuvants disappear which have burdened the organism but soon new gentechnological enginee-

red organisms will take over the part of the „well-tried“ toxic poisons! It is absolutely doubtful if 

these infantile gene manipulations will be a blessing for mankind and their health. You can see it 
already in the agricultural sector in which way the genes of plants are mutating. As soon as ge-

netic vaccines are injected, all further body reactions are out of control.  

Background on Ebola scare 

Ebola dominates the news although the poeple of Africa have totally different problems: In 

Sierra Leone every sixth child dies during the first year of life, every third before his or her fifth 

birthday. Mass extinction tolls – not due to Ebola but because of hunger and polluted water. The 

media attention of Ebola is not justified in relation to the existing problems in this region.  

Additionally you can find doubtful and totally unspecific virus tests, as with every „pandemic“, 

which generally react to inflammation processes and prove little about a specific infection. Even 
WHO (10) points out that nearly all of the poeple tested positively for Ebola don’t show the exter-

nal bleeding typical of Ebola. Why does WHO agree to blow up the effects of poverty and misery 

to a virus epedimic in the case of Ebola? 

WHO is up to 75 % (11) financed by the phama industry, other health institutions are also de-

pendant on financial contributions from corporations (12). By international regulations (13) and 
national laws WHO was given the power to declare pandemic stages and enforce relevant provi-

sions for individual states which thus can be or even must be forced upon their people (14). If an 

international health crisis arises a „protective“ vaccine can be brought to market in a much faster 

and easier licensing procedure in order to implement mandatory mass vaccination programs un-

der the disguise of „rescuing“ mankind. In this manner the pharma industry is saving millions, if 
not even billions. Because the less testing has to be done and the faster something is going 

through the licensing process, the faster the money comes back and the sooner the company 

stock will rise. This puts us to the question if WHO, governments, authorities and mass media are 

abusing the people of western Africa to gain financial profits and also thereby convincing the 
world of the necessity for a new vaccine.  

Whoever still believes in philantrophic motivation of the pharma industry does not accept reali-

ty. Phama is operating like mafia organisations (15) and by „buying“ into politcs (16,17,18) it ac-

cumulates the respective power to have existing laws adjusted to their marketing strategies and 

sales planings at will. 

By inflating the Ebola scare pharma’s goal seems to be to establish the use of totally new vac-



cine manufacturing processes to which products no man or woman would agree to have them 

injected directly into their bodies. This can only be achieved by inventing a deadly and global cri-

sis. Genetic microorganisms injected directly into the human tissue – this would not be feasible 
without Ebola!  

Gene altered viruses that enter cells like pirates are also the replacement for the aluminium 

compounds! Another benefit for the pharma industry lays in the disappearance of the adverse ef-

fects generated by aluminum which were well researched and documented. Adverse effects in 

genetic constitution developed through gene altered vaccines are not yet known and a lot more 
difficult and expensive to prove.  

Conclusion 

Considering the facts one has the impression that the entire Ebola scare was constructed in or-
der to raise the sales volume of the pharma industry. It is doubtful that the Ebola campaign only 

serves the purpose of financial interest because the goal is mass vaccination which puts our cell 

nucleus and its DNA into focus. Because of the above and many more reasons we want to warn 

insistently about genetic vaccination. It’s no blessing to mankind but a massiv danger to the ge-
netic makeup of mankind whose full potential will probably only show in a future generation.  

Gene manufactured vaccines – it’s about time to defend our genetic heritage against the phar-
ma industry. As awful as this whole occurence is, it is also a big chance: A majority of people are 

opposing genetechnology in food products.  

Genetechnological vaccines are a concern for every one of us, there is no way of estimating the 

potential of damage! If we can prevent the production and implementation of genetechnolgical 

vaccines it would be a huge profit for our health. If we fail, the outcome cannot be visualized in 
our wildest dreams.  

The public is visibly better informed and more and more critical to the schemings of the phar-
ma industry. It is our duty to give this information to the public.  
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